
Adventskalender mit bunten Tüten
Instructions No. 413

Difficulty: Beginner

The Advent Calendar. colourful bags on the pine garland are made from the papers of a Christmas scrapbook block. The
cheerful motifs are then used for decoration.

Here's how it works  

Cut a quarter of a sheet from the scrapbook block per bag and stick it to the bag with tape-Ribbon . Into the bags you stick
with tape-Ribbon color-matching Straw silk paper

Decorate the bags with 3D-Glue pads and various motifs from Scrapbook block. If your selected motifs do not want to stick to
the bag with the pads due to the rounding, a drop of super glue will help. Now punch out large snowflakes from white Craft
cardboard sheet and border them with glitter liner. After drying, stick Advent numbers on the snowflakes and these on the
bags. Punch two holes in the back of the bags above the Straw silk paper, for suspension, thread the glitter liner through
them and knot them inside 

Now you can fill the finished bags, tie them with glitter cord and decorate them on the fir garland. According to your taste you
can also hang large motifs from Scrapbook block between the bags and trim the Straw silk paper above with contour scissors.

Tip: To prevent the glitter cord from untwisting, first stick a strip of adhesive tape around the area where you want to cut it.



Article information:

Article number Article name Qty

706681-00 Craft cardboard sheetWhite 1

613194 VBS Fir garland, 2.75 m 1

706605-13 Straw silk VBS, 50x70cm, 3 sheetsLight blue 1

303880-70 Marabu Glitter PenGlitter-White 2

970181 Punch Pliers VBS, Hole Ø 6 mm 1

644303-03 VBS Double page Adhesive tape3 mm 1

567206-02 3D-Glue pads5 x 5 x 1,0 mm, 400 pieces 1

118545 Eagle owl superglue gel 1

130134 VBS Universal ruler 1

70516 Protection-Adhesive tape 1
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